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Executive Summary

The Research Collective for Decoloniality &

Fashion (RCDF) is an experimental platform

beyond institutional, disciplinary and

geographical boundaries established in 2012. Its

main aim is to critique the denial and erasure of

a diversity of fashioning systems due to

eurocentricity, unequal global power relations

based on the modern-colonial order and the

Euro-American canon of normativity

materialised in modern aesthetics. 

Transcending academe, the Collective wants to

experiment with decentral and decolonial ways

of knowledge-creation and sharing concerning

fashion—through the relational, communal and

coalitional and through the radical act of

listening across multiple differences. 

Across a global network of local fashioning

coalitions, we want to engender solidarity

across multiple lines of difference and support

self-representation, self-activation and self-

determination based on the principle ‘nothing

about us without us.’ 

From a decolonial perspective, we believe in the

need to rethink fashion as a multitude of

possibilities rather than a normative framework

falsely claiming universality.

Since 2012, the Collective has been consistently

developing an extensive network of people and

communities and contributing to engaging

conversations, disruptive scholarship and

inspiring publications. This Annual Report

presents an overview of the activities,

conversations, presentations, collaborations and

publications convened by and with the RCDF in

the course of 2022. 

Each of the activities is in line with our vision to

work towards a politics of redress, a politics of

aesthetic and epistemic restitution and repair, a

politics of transitioning from a logic of

representation and owning that is key to

contemporary fashion to a logic of reception

and owing and a politics of giving back a place

in the present, of hosting and emplacing what

has been denied and erased.
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As a way of rethinking our founding academic

conferences, the Non-Western Fashion

Conference (Rabat 2012, London 2013, Hong

Kong 2014, Antwerp 2016 and Tokyo 2019), we

initiated the monthly online Conversations on
Decoloniality & Fashion in February 2021. Free

of academic gatekeeping, geographical

boundaries and visa restrictions, this shared

space for reflection, (un)learning and repair

continued in 2022 with ten Conversations, each

with a different topic, guest(s) and selected

materials.

After transitioning from an informal network to

a not-for-profit foundation registered in the

Netherlands in October 2021, we initiated our

first Annual General Meeting 2021 (AGM21) in

December 2021 as an opportunity for the

community to connect, reflect and project.

As a decentral and decolonial alternative for

international (academic) gatherings, we

initiated the Global Fashioning Assembly
(GFA22) in October 2022. This online live

streamed and recorded gathering followed the

sun on its course around the world. As it moved
2

from one time zone to the next, the hosting of

the GFA was passed on from one community to

the next, with a multi-stakeholder programme

combining online and offline formats. With

guests becoming hosts and hosts becoming

guests, the GFA is aimed at disrupting

conventional colonial power relations often at

play in global projects.

The Collective continues to share its

experiences, knowledge-creation and networks

through presentations, blog posts, newsletters,

podcasts and publications. In October 2022, a

special issue of the International Journal for

Fashion Studies was published on ‘Decolonizing

Fashion (Studies) as process,’ guest edited by

Sarah Cheang, Leslie Rabine and Arti Sandhu.

The RCDF Team

info@rcdfashion.com

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/conversations/
https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/11/24/annual-general-meeting-2021/
https://www.globalfashioningassembly.com/
mailto:info@rcdfashion.com


Since the creation of the RCDF Foundation in 2021, the team consists of a Supervisory board of five

members, an Advisory Board of ten members and an Executive Board of two members. The

Supervisory and Advisory Board each meet three times a year (or more when needed) and the

Executive Board meets every two weeks (or more when needed).

Each project or activity, however, is carried out by a diversity of freelancers, volunteers and interns,

forming ‘production teams’ that establish and devolve organically as people’s availability fluctuate. The

work of the Collective would not be possible with this small army of dedicated, passionate and activist

people who believe in a just (fashion) world.

01 The Team3

The Supervisory Board

JOSE TEUNISSEN (CHAIR)

José Teunissen is head of the Amsterdam Fashion Institute (AMFI),

professor of fashion theory, a free-lance fashion curator and

initiator of the Centre of Expertise Future Makers. 

https://futuremakers.artez.nl/


CHARLES ESCHE

Charles Esche is the director of the Van Abbemuseum in

Eindhoven, professor of contemporary art and curating at Central

Saint Martins in London and co-director of Afterall Journal and

Books. 

CHEQUITA NAHAR

Chequita Nahar is director of the Maastricht Academy of Fine Arts

and Design, a jewellery designer and owner of Editions showroom

and jewelry company CN. In October 2022, she unfortunately had

to resign from the Supervisory Board due to other obligations.

BRANKO POPOVIC

Branko Popovic is a multidisciplinary artist, designer and blogger

based in Maastricht  and one of the founders of FASHIONCLASH, a

platform for talented fashion creatives. 
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https://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/index.html
https://www.zuyd.nl/landingspaginas/maastricht-institute-of-arts
https://www.fashionclash.nl/


DORIEN SCHOUTEN

Dorien Schouten is a retired corporate lawyer

based in Maastricht who worked as a strategic

policy advisor for the city of Maastricht on social

affairs, chair of the department of Family and

Youth at the Court of East Brabant and sector

manager criminal law at the court of Maastricht. 

The Advisory Board

ROLANDO VAZQUEZ (CHAIR)

Rolando Vázquez is an associate professor of sociology

at University College Roosevelt in Utrecht and initiator

of two programs, the Going Glocal Mexico and the

Decolonial Summer School.
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Meetings 2022

6 February 2022

4 April 2022 (extra)

6 June 2022

10 October 2022

https://utrechtsummerschool.nl/courses/social-sciences/recalling-earth-decoloniality-and-demodernity


SARAH CHEANG

Sarah Cheang is head of the History of Design Programme at the

Royal College of Art in London, whose scholarship focusses on

East Asian material culture, gender and the body, with a special

interest in fashion exchanges between China and Britain. 

SANDRA NIESSEN

Sandra Niessen is a freelance, consulting anthropologist based in

the Netherlands who, in addition to writing, speaking, researching

and teaching, consults ethnographic museums on collections,

exhibitions and publications. 
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ERICA DE GREEF

Erica De Greef is a South African-based, independent fashion

curator, researcher, activist and co-founder of the African Fashion

Research Institute (AFRI), with a keen focus on the politics, power

and poetics of contemporary African fashion. 

https://www.rca.ac.uk/study/programme-finder/history-of-design-ma/#:~:text=Our%20programme%20is%20strongly%20committed,museum%20and%20the%20art%20school.
https://afri.digital/


TOBY SLADE

Toby Slade is Associate Head of the School of Design at the

University of Technology in Sydney, fashion researcher in the

Imagining Fashion Futures Lab and an authority on Japanese

fashion and popular culture. 
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HELOISA SANTOS

Heloisa Santos is a professor and researcher at the Federal

Institute of Education, Science and Technology in Rio de Janeiro

(IFRJ), whose scholarship examines race, gender, and social class

in Brazilian culture and their relations with fashion.

DORIS DE PONT

Doris de Pont is the founder of the Fashion Museum New Zealand

(2010), a virtual museum that documents, records and shares the

stories of clothes and people that have contributed to the

development of a unique fashion identity in Aotearoa (New

Zealand). 

https://www.uts.edu.au/about/faculty-design-architecture-and-building/design
https://www.nzfashionmuseum.org.nz/


KHANYI MPUMLWANA 

Khanyi Mpumlwana is a storyteller based in South-

Africa, working as a copywriter and co-founder of Find

New Words, where she worked with LGBT+ South

Africans to formulate better stories for themselves.

KIMBERLY JENKINS

Kimberly Jenkins is an educator, researcher and

founder of the Fashion and Race Database based in

New York, who specializes in the sociocultural and

historical influences behind why we wear what we

wear. 

SHAYNA GONCALVES
Shayna Goncalves is a South African fashion marketing

consultant with her own marketing practice, where she

develops and implements a messaging and creative

strategy that connects businesses to their employees,

clients, customers and suppliers by communicating it's

value with clarity, authenticity, and accuracy.

Meetings 2022

24 January 2022

23 May 2022

26 September 2022
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https://twitter.com/findnewwords?lang=en
https://fashionandrace.org/


ANGELA JANSEN (CHAIR)

Angela Jansen a decolonial researcher, educator, consultant and curator

based in Belgium and founder of the Research Collective for Decoloniality

and Fashion. Trained as a cultural anthropologist, her scholarship grows out

of an effort to critique the denial and erasure of a diversity of fashioning

systems. 

The Executive Board

MI MEDRADO

Mi Medrado is a Brazilian anthropologist based in Los Angeles,

where she conducts her doctoral research on Brazilian Telenovela

costume design as material culture and its racial capitalism

exchange.
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Freelancers, Volunteers & Interns
Besides a fixed team of board members, the Collective could never organise its activities and achieve

its goals without an important group of freelancers, volunteers and interns. Without any structural

funding (yet), the running of the Foundation is still in its majority done on a voluntary basis. As

members of the Executive team, both Angela Jansen and Mi Medrado have been donating the

majority of their time to run the Foundation. In 2022, Angela Jansen has been volunteering for

approximately 20 hours/week over a period of 46 weeks (i.e. 900 hours x 45 euro = 40.500 euro). As

communication coordinator, Mi Medrado has been donating approximately 10 hours/week, over a

period of 46 weeks (i.e. 460 hours x 45 euro = 20.700 euro).

For the Conversations, co-conveners Angela Jansen and Erica de Greef have been donating 80 hours of

their time (3.600 euros). The voluntary donations received from participants covered four fees for

guests (400 euros), while five guests were willing to donate their time and experience (500 euros).

For the Annual General Meeting, Angela Jansen as project coordinator donated 40 hours of her time

(1.800 euro), while three interns from the Royal College of Art in London, Li-Xuan Teo, Sonya Battla and

Bessie Morrissey-Murin donated their time assisting with the communication (1.500 euro). As editor-in-

chief of RCDF Zine, Mi Medrado donated 40 hours of her time (1.800 euro), while graphic designer

Gabriela Lopes donated 45 hours of her time (2.000 euro).

For the Global Fashion Assembly 2022, Erica de Greef (South Africa), Sungano Kanjere (South Africa),

Natalie Hillyer (USA), Chepkemboi Mangira (Kenya), Mandish Kalsi (UK) and Nada Koreish (UK) donated

a total 142 hours of their time (6.390 euros), while the twelve hosting communities  donated a total of

156 hours of their time (7.020 euros).
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Pierre-Antoine
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Lea Vene

Bee Arthur
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Our vision is to  work towards a politics of
redress, a politics of aesthetic and epistemic

restitution and repair, a politics of
transitioning from a logic of representation

and owning that is key to contemporary
fashion to a logic of reception and owing and

a politics of giving back a place in the
present, of hosting and emplacing what has

been denied and erased. 

12 02 Vision & Mission 
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To critique the denial and erasure of a diversity of fashioning systems due to modernity/coloniality.

To redefine fashion as a multitude of possibilities rather than a conceptual framework falsely claiming

universality by shifting the focus from the noun fashion (that has come to refer to a temporality of

contemporaneity, a system of inequality and an industry of capitalism particular to modernity) to the

verb fashioning (that is of all temporalities and geographies).

To decentralise knowledge creation and sharing regarding fashion through a global network of

sovereign yet connected fashioning coalitions.

To recontextualise contemporary fashion discourse and practice in time and place.

To transcend academe by experimenting with decentral and decolonial ways of knowledge-creation

and sharing about fashion.

To engender solidarity across multiple lines of difference.

To support self-representation, self-determination and self-governance regarding body fashioning.

To support a re-existing of fashion histories and practices that have been denied and erased due to

coloniality.

To acknowledge the relationality between fashioning communities that affect each other like

communicating vessels.

Mission
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To expose and critique the obscured intersectionality of discrimination, erasure and violence within the

dominant contemporary fashion system.

To activate a transformative movement for an environmentally and culturally sustainable, ethical and

socially just fashion-scape.

To disrupt discriminating and excluding power dynamics in contemporary fashion history, curricula,

museum collections and industry.

To contribute to the field of fashion studies decolonial and decentral experiences, practices and

knowledges that are collaborative and ethical.

To offer guidance and support to anyone who feels excluded, marginalised and discriminated in

dominant fashion spaces and institutions.

To convene gatherings, conversations, presentations, assemblies and publications that contribute to a

politics of redress.

To safeguard open access to our activities and knowledge outputs, supported by the community

through voluntary donations.

To contribute to keynotes, master classes, workshops, guest lectures, roundtable discussions, podcasts,

conversations on social media, panels and papers of third parties to reach audiences that are not

necessarily familiar with the decolonial option in fashion.
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03 Activities 

The Conversations on Decoloniality and Fashion is a monthly

online series initiated in February 2021 to explore the

decolonial option in addressing key issues of contemporary

fashion discourse and practice. As a generous space, hosting

a wide range of voices in a shared journey of (un)learning and

(co-)learning, the Conversations offer a rare opportunity to

learn with and from people who experience and enact

decoloniality from different geographical and historical

experiences. 

Inspired by Rolando Vazquez’s and Walter Mignolo’s

Decolonial Summer School, the Conversations aim to bring-

together-in-relation different local histories and embodied

conceptions and practises of decoloniality to engender

decentred ways of knowledge-creation and sharing

regarding fashion. 

In the words of Rolando Vazquez, in conversation,

engagement becomes key in the transformation from a

position of consumption to a position of taking responsibility,

from a position of indifference to a position of engagement

Conversations on Decoloniality & Fashion
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https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/conversations/


in-difference-with others, from a place of compassion, where

we can allow ourselves to be touched and transformed by

the other.

Each Conversation comprises a 90-minute session split into

three 30-minute parts: a 30-minute conversation between

the conveners and guest(s), a 30-minute breakout session of

five people to enable more intimate exchange,

understanding and (un)learning with each other, and a final

30-minute conversation with the whole group. 

The first 30 minutes are recorded and made available on the

RCDF website and YouTube channel, together with the

selected materials, creating a dynamic and unique open-

access archive on decoloniality and fashion. Participation is

free, but we ask a voluntary donation to compensate the

conveners and guests. 

Registrations    : 185
Costs                  : 4.500 euro
Funding             : 0 euro
Donations          : 481 euro
Donated (time) : 4.019 euro

16

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/conversations/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCelkgjSbsJwzKek4ishLsJg
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Annual General Meeting 2021 (AGM21)

The Annual General Meeting 2021 (AGM21) was

initiated after the creation of the RCDF Foundation in

October 2021 as an opportunity to report back to the

community to guarantee transparency and for the

community to connect, reflect on the Collective’s

work, share ideas and stimulate collaborative

projects. It is also a key moment to mobilise the

community to renew their donations in support of

the Collective’s work, to help us safeguard our

independence and to continue operating beyond

any institutional, disciplinary and geographical

boundaries.

Our first online Annual General Meeting took place in

December 2021 over a period of three days, On the

first day, Rolando Vázquez, in his capacity as chair of

the Advisory Board, called for ‘the evermore urgency

of implementing the intersectionality of decoloniality

and fashion in our daily lives, (…) to look beyond

fashion objects–a dress, a handbag, a pair of shoes–as

more than just items of consumption but looking at

them for their relations to memory, to history, and to

ourselves.’ The recordings of the three days are

available on the RCDF Youtube channel.

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/11/24/annual-general-meeting-2021/
https://www.youtube.com/@rcdfashion/playlists
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On the first day, editor-in-chief Mi Medrado also presented the first RCDF Zine, followed by a panel

discussion with some of the contributors. The Zine is available for free to download on the RCDF

website.

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/12/10/decolonial-zine/


On day two, Eleni Kalantidou led an inspiring

conversation on ‘Design in the Borderlands’ with a

panel of practitioners from different parts of the

world. Victoria Maung wrote in her Reflections that

‘by bringing the local into the context of the global

by identifying what is growing now instead of

reclaiming practices from the past, this new mode of

thought serves as a rebuttal against globalization, a

symptom of colonialism, whose practices negate

local economic practices and values.’

On the third day, Khanyi Mpumlwana, as a member

of the RCDF Advisory Board, did a great job

moderating the ‘decolonial fashion movie night,’

which we hope to make a regular component of the

AGM. The thematic focus of the six films centred

around how we explore our identities and how we fit

into the world. ‘By questioning ourselves in looking

to those in the past and their art practices and

storytelling, we are enacting a process of revival and

exploration, honouring those who have come before

us through actionable ways that seek to combat

contemporary inequities’ (Victoria Maung, 2022).

Registrations            : 48
Costs                          : 7.400 euro
Funding                     : 300 euro
Donations (money)  : 563 euro
Donated (time)         : 6.537 euro19

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2022/02/04/reflections-annual-general-meeting-2021/
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Global Fashioning Assembly 2022 (GFA22)
The biennial Global Fashioning Assembly is our

decolonial response to our founding academic

conferences and key in our mission to

decentralise knowledge creation and sharing

regarding fashion, to create and nurture a

global network of sovereign yet connecting

fashioning coalitions and to support self-

representation, self-determination and self-

governance. With guests becoming hosts and

hosts becoming guests, the Assembly's main

aim is to disrupt conventional colonial power

relations often at play in global gatherings. 

The first Assembly in October 2022 (GFA22) was

hosted by 12 coalitions in 14 countries, across 6

continents, for a total of 40 hours, consisting of

28 hours of local programming and 12 hours of

Sharing Councils. On the first day, the Assembly

was hosted by the New Zealand Fashion

Museum in Aotearoa, Born Nomad in

Kazakhstan, the Pakistan Collective for

Decolonial Practices in Pakistan, the African

Fashion Research Institute (AFRI) in South Afri-

https://www.globalfashioningassembly.com/
https://www.nzfashionmuseum.org.nz/
https://www.instagram.com/born_nomad/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/pkcollectivedecolonial/
https://afri.digital/
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ca and Own Your Culture in Kenya. 

The second day, the GFA22 was hosted by the

Centre for Research of Fashion and Clothing

(CIMO) in Croatia, The Linen Project and the

Research Collective for Decoloniality and

Fashion in the Netherlands and the Fashion

Liberation Collective North Africa in Egypt,

Morocco and Wales. On the final day, the

Assembly was hosted by the Moda e

Decolonialidade: Encruzilhadas do Sul Global 

 (Fashion and Decoloniality: Global South

Crossroads Collective) in Brazil, the Ghana

International Fashion Team (GIFT)in Ghana, the

North Carolina Museum of Art in the United

States of America and the Awamaki Foundation

in Peru were the hosts. 

Each local programme was self-governed and

self-represented, and welcomed local

stakeholders, communities and audiences in a

combination of local languages and English.

They include talks, films, workshops, discussions

https://www.instagram.com/ownyourculture/
https://www.cimo.hr/en/
https://thelinenproject.online/
https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/
https://www.fashionliberationcollective.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/modainconversation/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/gift_ghana2022/
https://ncartmuseum.org/
https://www.awamaki.org/


There was so much
learning. There were so

many insights. There was
such diversity. You met

your goals! (Sandra Niessen,
Netherlands).It was truly magical to see

how the tiny acorn that was
planted in one of our

meetings a while ago had
become something so big
and so meaningful’ (Sarah
Cheang, United Kingdom).

and crafts, both online and offline, and moved from museum collections to artisan knowledges, and

from decolonial creative practices to critical research. Whilst some coalitions presented programmes

around decolonising narratives and critiques of institutional ideas and spaces, others interrogated the

importance of cultural sustainability and craft heritage practices. A number of collectives also

confronted the impact of politics, colonialism and erasure, presenting critical, decentered research. All

recordings are available on the GFA website and Youtube channel.

22

https://www.globalfashioningassembly.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxK3ciUHg9VQYwT7hHwUvcA


Engaging with visitors one-on-one like this
and asking what is personally meaningful to

them about their own fashion, or the art, or
the museum itself is empowering. I think we
mean to keep peacefully disrupting the use

of museum spaces and offering new ways to
claim and take up that space!! (Amanda

Maples, North Carolina). 

We think it is a special initiative and are grateful
and proud that we have been able to do this. We
sincerely hope that many more GFAs will follow
and that the movement may grow in a beautiful

way (Joan den Exter, Netherlands). 

Registrations    : 411
Costs                  : 45 575 euro
Funding             : 31 815 euro
Donations          : 580 euro
Donated (time) : 13.180 euro23
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Presentations & Collaborations

RCDF@ ADYPU School of Design 
In March 2022, Angela Jansen was invited to give an Expert Talk for the Creative Edge, which is an

initiative by ADYPU School of Design at Ajeenkya DY Patil University in Pune (India) to engage in

insightful conversations with design practitioners and innovators. She gave an online presentation on

‘Decoloniality and the Possibility of a Diversity of Fashion Futures,’ for the ADYPU community, students

and faculty.

RCDF@Revers
In May 2022, Angela Jansen was invited to give a keynote at the Revers Belgian Fashion Research

Network Seminar on Gender and Decoloniality at the Ghent University Museum, where she spoke

about the key role of modern fashion aesthetics in configuring a canon of modern white male

heterosexual normativity that enables the exclusion and erasure of a diversity of fashion aesthetics and

practices.

GFA22@ STOF22
‘Practicing Decoloniality’ was a workshop convened by Erica de Greef and Angela Jansen together with

four coalitional hosting communities from the GFA22. The workshop drew on our experiences so far on

what it means to practice decoloniality in curating a fashion programme by decentring ways of

working collectively. Five key elements that have been productive to the GFA’s development were

explored: notions of listening, humbling, hosting, questioning global time and

translation/translatability. The recordings are available on the RCDF youtube channel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=md3a6Fi6VDw&t=37s


The workshop was part of the conference Ways of Caring – Practicing

Solidarity, organised by Artez Design School and the State of Fashion

Biennale 2022, which aimed to explore how to practice solidarity in fashion

and work towards a more solidary fashion system. Fashion professionals

and creative practitioners from around the world gathered in a 48-hour

hybrid conference to develop deeper knowledge on the topic – beyond the

boundaries of the fashion discipline.

TLP@GFA22
In October 2022, the RCDF invited The Linen Project (TLP) as the Dutch

hosting of the GFA22. The Linen Project was initiated in 2018 to investigate

and work towards reactivating the economic viability of small-scale local

flax cultivation and linen production in the Netherlands. It seeks to

reinstate the economy as a social, ecological and cultural domain and to

strengthen socio-economic patterns and behaviours rooted in a

commoning approach.

The hosting programme included inspiring presentations and testimonies

by Joan den Exter (Linen Project Coordinator), Karin Wijnen (independent

researcher), Hans Hutting (steward and designer), Carolien Evers (steward

and knitwork designer) and Henrike Gootjes (steward and designer) and

was moderated by Sandra Niessen (textile anthropologist). In collaboration

with Culture.Fashion, Theodoor Adriaans made two beautiful video

portraits of Karin Wijnen and Hans Hutting in which they share their

respective passions for linen. The full recording of TLP@GFA22 is available

on the GFA YouTube channel. 25

https://www.stateoffashion.org/nl/programma/conference-practicing-solidarity/#:~:text=The%20conference%20'Ways%20of%20Caring,practices%20of%20making%20and%20wearing.
https://www.stateoffashion.org/nl/
https://thelinenproject.online/
https://www.culture.fashion/voices/global-fashioning-assembly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7It6m3scHQ&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-w_ruzt5dU&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqJZFDHKDfE
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RCDF@ TMYS Review
In December 2022, Angela Jansen was invited for an online panel on ‘Multiculturalism in Clothing and

Jewellery: Foreign influences on Indian clothing styles, jewellery and vice versa’ by Tell Me Your Story

Review (TMYS), a story led paperless media popularizing academic research on topics of global concern

operating from India for the Indian (diaspora in USA, UK, UAE, and Canada). TMYS focuses on women's

history and the impact of such history on contemporary society, culture and practices. She shared her

experiences with the Global Fashioning Assembly to rethink multiculturalism from a decolonial

perspective.

https://www.tellmeyourstory.biz/


04 Communication 

RCDF Website & Blog
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The RCDF website is the virtual home of the

Collective, where all our knowledge creation

and sharing comes together to form a unique

open access digital archive. Here, we share

general information on who we are, what we

are about, calls for upcoming events and works

by people from the community. 

The homepage consists of a blog where we

invite the members of the community to

contribute. Although it is still predominantly

focussed on written outputs, we stimulate and

support a diversity of formats, be it audio, video,

drawings, photography, etc. to represent the

diversity of voices making up the Collective. We

circulate open calls for contributions on our

social media to generate activity and invite new

members to share their practice in a blog post. 

Contributions touch upon people, places,

creatives and artists who are denied, silenced

and erased in and by mainstream fashion me-

dia. Contributions touch upon people, places,

creatives and artists who have been ignored,

silenced and erased in and by mainstream

fashion media. They include opinion pieces,

biographies, research projects as well as

interviews with thinkers, writers, designers,

models, creatives and entrepreneurs from

around the world, who are responding to

current decoloniality issues, as well as personal

work and stories.

The website also has dedicated pages for our

coalitional partners, the monthly Conversations

and our Newsletter. Visitors are invited to join

the network, to support us with (recurring)

donations and to stay connected by subscribing

to our newsletter.

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/


Views       : 11.206
Visitors    : 6.174
Posts        : 12
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Social Media

The RCDF has a profile on the main social media platforms, including Instagram, Facebook, YouTube

and Eventbrite. All the content that is posted on our website, is also posted on these platforms. Each

platform has a different format and way of communicating. We use Instagram and Facebook to

advertise calls for papers, upcoming events, talks and conferences, new blog posts on our website,

while YouTube is more an archive of all the recordings of the Conversations, the AGM’s and the GFA’s.

Eventbrite is used to register for our events and to donate.

FACEBOOK

 Followers : 528
 Likes         : 488

YOUTUBE

Subscribers : 74
Video's         : 29
Views           : 598

INSTAGRAM

Followers   : 1.295
Posts          : 318

EVENTBRITE

Followers : 62
Events      : 5

https://www.instagram.com/rcdfashion_/
https://www.facebook.com/researchcollectivedf/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCelkgjSbsJwzKek4ishLsJg
https://www.eventbrite.com/o/research-collective-for-decoloniality-amp-fashion-37508171073
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Newsletter

Four times a year, we publish our RCDF

newsletter, which is sent to our mailing list

of 1.006 subscribers on Mailchimp and

published on our website. Anyone can

subscribe to the newsletter on our website

or by reaching out. 

One month before publication, we send out

a “Call for Contributions” to everyone in our

network to share the latest developments

in their respective networks, be it

publications, exhibitions, conferences, call

for papers, jobs, etc. 

Besides news from the communities, we

include updates on our own activities,

projects, publications, podcasts, etc.

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/newsletters/


Our digital RCDF Zine is published once a year and key in connecting and informing how decoloniality and

fashion are lived and experienced in different localities in the world. It aims to empower voices of erased

and marginalized creatives, to unite them in a decolonial framework and to underwrite and empower the

core values of the Collective. It gathers local knowledges, books, articles, student theses, visual art,

exhibitions, music, movies, fashion designers, professionals, decolonial projects, events and activities. 

The Zine is free to download in pdf form on the RCDF website, but we do invite voluntary donation to cover

the expenses. Each edition is multilingual (local language(s) and English) and numbered, referenced and

provided with an International Standard Serial Number (ISNN). Contributions are welcomed through open

calls published on our social media and newsletter and there is no peer reviewing.

The first edition of the Zine was edited by Mi Medrado and presented during the first RCDF Annual General

Meeting in December 2021. This first edition centred Brazil as a locus for studying the relationship between

race, slavery and fashion and presents a group of thinkers operating at the intersection of race, decolonial

thinking and critical fashion studies.
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RCDF Zine

https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/12/10/decolonial-zine/
https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/12/10/decolonial-zine/
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Publications

Our offline communication mainly consists of publications, both academic and non-academic, both

our own as well as by third parties. These include edited volumes, guest-edited special issues of

journals, articles in magazines and journals, columns in newspapers, etc.

‘Conversations on Decoloniality and Fashion: Hosting, Listening, (Un)Learning,’by Erica

de Greef and Angela Jansen. In Sustainability Challenges in the Fashion Industry - Civilization

crisis, Decolonization, Cultural Legacy, and Transitions, edited by Miguel Angel Gardetti and

Patricia Larios-Francia.

‘Decolonizing Fashion as Process.’ Special Issue of the International Journal of Fashion

Studies, 8(2) (Autumn 2022). Guest-edited by Sarah Cheang, Leslie Rabine and Arti Sandhu.

RCDF Zine, edited by Mi Medrado. ISSN: 2773-0883.

Rethinking Fashion Globalisation. Edited by Sarah Cheang, Erica de Greef and Takagi Yoko.

London: Bloomsbury. 

‘Foreword: Listening as a Radical Act: Conversations on Decoloniality & Fashion.’, African Arts

Journal, 54(4), pp. 1-5. By Erica de Greef, Shayna Goncalves and Angela Jansen.

2023 (in press)

2022

2021

2021

2021

https://link.springer.com/book/9789819903481
https://www.intellectbooks.com/international-journal-of-fashion-studies-92-is-out-now-special-issue
https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/2021/12/10/decolonial-zine/
https://www.perlego.com/book/2609383/rethinking-fashion-globalization-pdf?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&campaignid=15913700346&adgroupid=133123122715&gclid=CjwKCAjw5pShBhB_EiwAvmnNV78QfMVBrx3nzLoirf_MI4StyZtSlhPkZYds0E5zi36csyGJq2az2BoCUXYQAvD_BwE
https://direct.mit.edu/afar/article-abstract/54/4/1/107707/Listening-as-a-Radical-Act-Conversations-on?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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'Decoloniality and Fashion.’ Special issue of Fashion Theory: The Journal of Dress, Body and Culture,

24(6), guest edited by Angela Jansen and Toby Slade.

Including:‘

Fashion and the Phantasmagoria of Modernity: An Introduction to Decolonial Fashion Discourse’ by

Angela Jansen.

‘Curating Fashion as Decolonial Practice: Ndwalane’s Mblaselo and a Politics of Remembering’ by Erica

de Greef. 

‘Fashion, its Sacrifice Zone, and Sustainability,’ by Sandra Niessen. 

‘Decolonizing the Curriculum? Transformation, Emotion, and Positionality in Teaching,’ by Sarah

Cheang and Shehnaz Suterwalla.

‘Decolonizing Luxury Fashion in Japan,’ by Toby Slade.

2020

Podcasts

In October 2022, Angela Jansen contributed to the Brazilian podcast series Outras Costuras – Historias

do vestir no Brasil available on Spotify. This series is dedicated to transversal conversations to reflect on

the making, the experiences, and the challenges of revealing what has been historically invisible,

bringing to light the plural histories of Brazilian Fashion through decolonial perspectives. This podcast

series on the histories of Brazilian dress is presented by Rita Andrade and co-hosted by Mi Medrado,

and is a project of Universidade Federal de Goiás. The focus of the podcast was on what the decolonial

option can bring to fashion discourse and practices. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rfft20/24/6
https://open.spotify.com/show/40GuoBFX3DjpLYGA22hcND
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Video's

All the recordings of the (first 30 minutes of the) Conversations, the Annual General Meetings and the

Global Fashioning Assembly are available on the RCDF YouTube Channel and website, with a total of

29 videos.

For the Global Fashioning Assembly, the RCDF commissioned two video portraits of Karin Wijnen and

Hans Hutting by Theodoor Adriaans and an ‘After movie’ of 5 minutes by Jay Domino, representing all

the programmes of the twelve hosting communities.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCelkgjSbsJwzKek4ishLsJg
https://rcdfashion.wordpress.com/
https://youtu.be/w7It6m3scHQ
https://youtu.be/X-w_ruzt5dU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hdQdBBYgAY


05 Reach 

In 2022, 185 people registered for the Conversations, 48 for the Annual General Meeting 2021
and 411 for the Global Fashioning Assembly, with a total of 644 registrations.

The RCDF mailing consists of 1.006 subscribers that receive our newsletter, calls and updates
on our activities. It consists of people who have registered on Eventbrite (43%), subscribed
through the RCDF website (29%) or reached out to us with the request to be kept informed
on our activities (29%).

RCDF has 1.295 followers on Instagram, 528 followers on Facebook,  74 subscribers on
YouTube and 62 followers on Eventbrite.

Like our network, our followers and participants consist of a cohort of researchers, students,
creatives, activists, fashion and textile professionals, media, etc.

We receive regular feedback from the community, either students or teachers, who have
used our publications and recording for their studies or teaching: ‘I use the AGM21
recordings in my teaching’ (Sarah Cheang, Head of the History of Design Programme at the
Royal College of Art in London)
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06 Governance 

The RCDF ensures diversity at every level of

decision-making, content, organisational

planning, and audience reach to ensure that

who is invited to speak, and in what forms these

exchanges are shared, address the exclusionary

gatekeeping of conventional academic spaces

and projects. 

All our activities and projects consist of

collaborations with people and communities

from different parts of the world, to ensure a

pluriverse of voices and knowledges. Per project

or activity, tasks are taken on organically and

voluntarily by different people according to

their own choices, preferences and capacities to

ensure self-activation and representation. We

are committed to facilitating as many

languages as possible and acknowledge and

validate a diversity of knowledges, whether

written or spoken, research- or practice-based,

academic or embodied.

We do not have any selection processes for any

of our activities or platforms, to ensure we do

not exclude any voices based on Eurocentric

notions of quality or excellence. 

All activities are based on voluntary donations,

so no one is excluded based on financial

restrictions. All our activities take place online to

minimise the barriers of physical events, like visa

restrictions. Working digitally also ensures that

barriers to entry are disrupted, such as distance

or finances that largely disavows diversity. The

technical challenges of a de-centralised

approach, however, clearly reveales the

persistent inequalities in acces to a quality

internet connection. 

Cultural Diversity & Inclusion Code
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Cultural Governance Code
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The RCDF Foundation also adheres to the Dutch Cultural Governance Code by implementing its

principles for proper governance and supervision, like ensuring to create value in and for society, to act

with integrity and role awareness, to manage careful and with intention and to exercise good

supervision, in particular by the Supervisory Board. 

The Executive Board informs both the Supervisory and Advisory Board on a regular basis, consulting

them before taking any major decisions. By presenting the Annual and Financial Reports during the

Annual General Meeting, we make sure to comply to the requirements of transparency and ethical

financial conduct.

Fair Practice Code

The Fair Practice Code is by far the hardest one to realise for the Foundation, particularly due to a lack

of funding. Aldo we meet the five core values of solidarity, diversity, sustainability, trust and

transparency, we are not yet in a financial position to pay everyone involved a fair pay in view of the

value of their professional skills, expressivity and unicity in society. As this report makes  clear, too many

people are donating too much of their time in creating, realising and communicating the projects and

activities of the Collective. This is a real concern for the sustainability of the Foundation.



38 07 Plans 2023 

Conversations on Decoloniality & Fashion
We plan to continue the Conversations on Decoloniality and Fashion, but unlike previous years, they 

 will be organised bi-monthly and hosted by different conveners, speaking from different

positionalities, geographies and time zones, selecting different topics, guests and materials (readings,

videos, podcasts, music, etc.). The day and time, as well as the main language, will vary and be selected

by the conveners according to local preferences.

Annual General Meeting 2022 (AGM22)
We also plan to organise a second edition of our Annual General Meeting in March 2023, but unlike last

year, it will consist of two days instead of three. The programme will include an update from the

Boards with the presentation of the Annual and Financial Report, a roundtable conversation with

inspiring panelists on the RCDF's 10th Anniversary, the presentation of the second edition of the RCDF

Zine and a selection of decolonial fashion films, followed by a conversation with the makers.

Global Fashioning Assembly 2024 (GFA24)
As the Assembly is organised as a biennial, there will not be an Assembly in 2023. We will, however, use

this year to prepare the next edition, with the creation of a Steering Committee, bi-monthly meetings

with the hosting communities, inviting new communities and applying for funding.

Masterclasses on Decoloniality & Fashion
In the fall of 2023, we finally hope to introduce our first series of online Masterclasses on Decoloniality &

Fashion to meet the many demands we have been receiving from participants. These six week courses

will address six introductory topics given by experts in the field and will be limited in number of

participants, who will pay a fee.
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Expenses

08 Financial Report 2022 

The main expenses of the Foundation consist of production (personnel), overhead (communication

and administration) and project costs.

Personnel
All people involved in the Foundation have a freelance status and declare their hours to the foundation

through invoices. 

Overhead: Communication
Communication costs include website hosting, an email account and subscriptions to professional

accounts (Zoom, Canva).

Overhead: Administration
Administration costs include a modest travel budget, fees for legal support and an external accountant

(tax return) as well as monthly bank fees for a professional bank account.

Project costs
All costs related to the Collective's projects in 2022 can be found a detailed financial report.
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Income

Donations (in money)
In 2022, we received 1.624 euro from 25 donations from the RCDF community (563 euro for the

AGM21, 481 euro for the Conversations and 580 euro for the Global Fashioning Assembly). This is an

average of 65eur per donation.

Donations (in time)
Besides money, numerous people have been donating their time in the course of the 2022, with a total

of approximately 1.895 hours donated, representing 85.335 euro’s.

Funding Applications
In 2022, we applied for a project funding for the Global Fashioning Assembly at the Dutch

Stimuleringsfonds for Creative Industries, The Internationalization of the Design Sector Grant Scheme, 

 is for projects aimed at research and collaboration in an international context, and whose activities

mainly take place abroad, with one or more international partner(s). From the context of the Dutch

creative industry, the projects should contribute to strengthening international exchange and

sustainable international cooperation.’ 

We were granted a funding of 24.000 euros, based on the following feedback: 
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She [the advisory commission] underlines the urgency of the subject and
the decentralized approach is of added value in her opinion. Moreover, she

finds the practical translation of the theme artistically strong. She is
impressed by the great effort and organizational ability to create a global

stream with all partner countries involved. Although she would have liked to
gain more insight into the selection process, she believes that the parties
involved have a track record and strong expertise in this field in their own
right. She sees a lot of potential in the possible impact of this project, but
at the same time expresses her doubts about how it will be perpetuated.
Especially when it comes to the results of this project with regard to the
long-term perspective. Questions about what the follow-up will look like

and what the applicant ultimately wants to achieve with this project remain
unanswered. This puts some pressure on the extent to which the proposal

is sufficiently effective in design and methodology. In conclusion, she
believes that the overarching effect can already be very valuable. She is
positive about the motivation and drive of the applicant and the starting

point of the project. She has faith in a distinctive and meaningful
international exchange.


